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Abstract:   26 

• Background: Fibroblasts in the skin are highly heterogeneous, both in vivo and in vitro.  One 27 

intriguing difference between follicular and interfollicular fibroblasts in vitro is their ability to 28 

differentiate in response to osteogenic media, or mechanical stimulation.  In this study, we 29 

asked whether differences in the ability to respond to differentiation stimuli are due to 30 

baseline differences in chromatin accessibility.   31 

• Results: We performed chromatin accessibility and transcriptional profiling of two fibroblast 32 

subtypes found in human skin, which arise from a common progenitor during development 33 

yet display distinct characteristics in adult tissue and in vitro.  We found that when cells 34 

were grown in regular growth media (GM) in culture they had unique chromatin accessibility 35 

profiles, however, these profiles control similar functional networks.  When we introduced a 36 

chemical perturbation and grew cells in osteogenic media (OM) to promote differentiation, 37 

we observed a divergence not only in the accessible chromatin signatures but also in the 38 

functional networks controlled by these signatures.  The biggest divergence was observed 39 

when we applied two perturbations to cells; growth in OM combined with mechanical 40 

stimulation in the form of a shock wave (OMSW).  Here, in one of the fibroblast subtypes we 41 

found a number of uniquely accessible promoters which controlled osteogenic interaction 42 

networks associated with bone and differentiation functions.  This fibroblast subtype also 43 

readily differentiates into bone in OMSW conditions, while the other fibroblast subtype 44 

under analysis lacks differentiation capability in vitro.   45 

• Conclusions: Using ATAC-seq and RNA-seq we found that a combination of two stimuli could 46 

result significant and specific changes in chromatin accessibility associated with osteogenic 47 

differentiation, but only within the fibroblast sub-type capable of osteogenic differentiation.  48 

Our results suggest that these two stimuli elicit this cell specific response by modifying 49 

chromatin accessibility of osteogenic related gene promoters.   50 
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 53 

Background  54 

Phenotypic behaviour of a cell can be traced back to the genomic level where chromatin 55 

organisation can influence accessibility to genomic regions and affect biological processes.  Recent 56 

advances in next generation sequencing [1] now allow for epigenetic mapping of the genome and 57 

have been used to help answer fundamental questions relating to the role of chromatin organisation 58 

in biological processes such as cell differentiation [2-4], development [5, 6], and plasticity [7].   59 

Here, we applied these technologies to investigate differences between skin fibroblasts, which 60 

display both inter and intra-location heterogeneity [8].  Lineage tracing studies have revealed that a 61 

fibroblast subtype found in the hair follicle, dermal papilla (DP) fibroblasts, share a common 62 

developmental progenitor with an interfollicular subtype, papillary fibroblasts (PFi) [9].  Despite 63 

arising from the same developmental progenitor [9], DP and PFi have distinct identities both in vivo 64 

and in vitro; DP cells can differentiate down osteogenic [10, 11] and adipogenic [11, 12] linages in 65 

vitro, while PFi lack this differentiation capacity [13].  DP and PFi also differ in their response to 66 

mechanical stimuli, and we previously demonstrated that mechanical stimulation of cells in culture 67 

(in the form of a single 165 kPa shock wave (SW) in air) in combination with osteogenic media (OM), 68 

resulted in enhanced and accelerated osteogenic differentiation of DP, whereas PFi were 69 

unresponsive to this stimuli [13].  It is important to note that the SW alone could not promote 70 

ossification of DP, but rather it acted in a synergistic manner with OM, accelerating and enhancing 71 

mineral deposition in follicular derived DP cells [13].   72 

Based on the above, we hypothesised that external chemical stimuli, such as introduction of 73 

osteogenic differentiation media, or mechanical stimuli, elicit a differential response in fibroblast 74 
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subtypes due to differences in in chromatin accessibility.  To test this, we performed next generation 75 

sequencing to assess both chromatin accessibility and transcriptional profiles in cells.  Assay for 76 

transposase accessible chromatin in combination with high throughput sequencing (ATAC-seq) is a 77 

technique that utilises a genetically engineered hyperactive Tn5 transposase to tag and ligate 78 

fragments from regions of accessible chromatin throughout the genome [14].  In combination with 79 

ATAC-seq we performed RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) to evaluate if the accessibility of chromatin 80 

regions could be correlated with changes to transcriptional activity occurring in PFi and DP cells.  81 

Sequencing was initially performed on both fibroblast subtypes (DP and PFi) in growth media (GM) 82 

to establish baseline differences between cells.  We then introduced two perturbations; a chemical 83 

one in the form of OM alone, and a second one which combined OM together with mechanical 84 

stimulation in the form of a shock wave (OMSW).  While fibroblast subtypes displayed similarities in 85 

chromatin organisation in GM, we found that the double perturbation resulted in a cell specific 86 

response, with two distinct chromatin accessibility profiles with unique ontology signatures 87 

emerging.  Specifically, within the DP cells, which we know have enhanced osteogenic differentiation 88 

capability in OMSW, we found that open chromatin was associated with an enrichment of 89 

osteogenic gene networks that were not present in any other cell type or condition.  This indicates 90 

that chromatin rearrangements in response to external stimuli can occur in a cell specific manner, 91 

and helps to explain the divergent response of DP and PFi to differentiation stimuli in vitro.  92 

Results 93 

PFi and DP cells share similar chromatin organisation in GM conditions 94 

Previous work shows that DP cells, but not PFi, will readily differentiate down an osteogenic lineage 95 

in vitro [13], however it is not known if this is due to baseline differences in the epigenetic landscape 96 

between each cell type.  To ascertain the baseline landscape, and determine if DP are pre-sensitised 97 

to differentiate down an osteogenic lineage in vitro, we assessed both the chromatin accessibility 98 

and transcriptional profiles of each cell type in GM,  99 
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ATAC-seq and RNA-seq libraries were generated from DP and PFi cells grown in GM, with DNA and 100 

RNA isolated 48 hours after cell seeding.  Early insert size analysis of ATAC-seq libraries showed the 101 

clear presence of a banding pattern, associated with nucleosome positioning of the transposase and 102 

correlating with high quality libraries [14] (Fig. 1a, Fig. S1).  Post sequencing quality checks showed 103 

an appropriate distribution of the number of called peaks (Fig. 1b) between the biological replicates, 104 

which correlated with high fragments of reads in peaks (FRiP) scores greater than 0.35 (Fig. 1c).  105 

Concordance between the two sets of biological replicates was high, and reported as 0.96 and 0.88 106 

for PFi and DP (Fig. 1d) respectively, therefore replicates were merged for further analysis.  A 107 

comparative analysis was then performed to identify peaks unique to either PFi or DP, referred to as 108 

condition specific peaks.  While 182070 peaks were shared between the cell types, 196675 peaks 109 

were unique to PFi and 143065 were unique to DP cells (Fig. 1e). As chromatin accessibility around 110 

transcription start sites (TSS) can affect transcription factor binding, this can ultimately lead to 111 

altered downstream transcriptional activity [15].  We therefore decided to narrow our focus and 112 

filter the condition specific peaks from each cell type, for peaks that were identified within 3000bp 113 

of TSSs (referred to hereon in as promoter peaks).  Peak annotation showed that the distribution of 114 

peaks was similar between the cell types (Fig. 1f) with 9.0 and 9.5% of peaks falling within the 115 

promoter regions of PFi and DP cells, respectively.  As multiple peaks can fall within a single 116 

promoter, we performed a Venn analysis to acquire gene lists of unique and shared promoters 117 

containing at least one condition specific peak in either PFi or DP, identifying 2602 in PFi, and 3831 in 118 

DP (Fig. 1g).  Using these lists, we performed gene ontology analysis using Ingenuity Pathway 119 

Analysis (IPA) core analyses.  Despite identifying unique promoter peaks for each cell type, the 120 

ontology analysis revealed high similarities between cell types, with regard to the types of networks 121 

these peaks were present in (Fig. 1h).  Four of the top five ‘physiological system development and 122 

functions’ identified were shared between DP and PFi, implying that even though there are distinct 123 

chromatin accessibility landscapes in each cell type, the overcasting function of the genes regulated 124 

by the altered chromatin state were remarkably similar.   125 
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 126 

Figure 1. GM Comparison of ATAC-seq data shows similarities between fibroblast subtypes; a) 127 

ATAC-seq nucleosome banding on PFi GM library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in individual biological 128 

replicates; c) FRiP scores from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation matrix; e) Venn diagram 129 

displaying crossover of all ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation of specific ATAC peaks 130 

on merged samples; g) Venn diagram displaying gene promoters in each condition; h) Gene ontology 131 

analysis on ATAC data generated using IPA core analyses. The size of the bubble represents the 132 

number of molecules associated within that function. 133 
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Using IPA to identify ontology terms over-represented in either DP or PFi as described above, we 134 

identified only one unique function in DP cells, specifically associated with ‘hair and skin 135 

development and function’.  This is of particular interest considering the known role that DP play in 136 

hair development and cycling. These cells, both in vivo and in vitro, are capable of instructing new 137 

hair follicle development, while PFi lack this capacity [16].   138 

In addition to generating ATAC-Seq data, we also performed RNA-seq analysis in order to obtain 139 

baseline transcriptional signatures for DP and PFi.  Using DESeq2 to identify genes which were 140 

significantly (p≤0.05, false discovery rate (FDR) ≤0.01) and differentially expressed between the two 141 

cell types, we identified 310 genes upregulated in DP and 258 genes upregulated in PFi, compared to 142 

the other cell type (Fig. 2a,b).  Ontology of upregulated genes in each cell type was performed using 143 

the Panther overrepresentation test which looks at the representation of an ontology term in a given 144 

gene list compared to representation of that term in the whole genome [17].  For PFi, only 3 145 

ontology terms were identified as overrepresented compared to 19 for DP.  Of the 3 PFi terms, 2 146 

terms - ‘mesoderm development’ and ‘developmental process’ - were shared with DP, while only 1 147 

term – ‘cell differentiation’ - was unique. The upregulated genes identified in DP cells, had 148 

overrepresentation of a variety of terms, including ‘cell adhesion’ and ‘cytoskeletal organization’ 149 

(Fig. 2c).  Notably lacking from the DP ontology analysis were any terms associated with osteogenic 150 

differentiation, suggesting that the DP cells are not primed to differentiate in response to the 151 

introduction of osteogenic media. 152 

To ascertain if there was any correlation between transcriptional activity and chromatin accessibility 153 

in PFi and DP cells in GM, we performed a Venn analysis to cross compare our RNA-seq gene lists 154 

and the ATAC-seq lists used in the earlier ontology analysis (Fig. 2d).  Of the 568 differentially 155 

expressed genes, 251 had been previously identified in by our promoter specific peak ATAC-seq 156 

analysis (Fig. 1g).  When we focused on the DP cells, 108 genes contained uniquely open chromatin 157 

in their promoters and also showed differential expression between DP and PFi. Of these, 63% of the 158 
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genes were also upregulated in DP, indicating that enhanced transcriptional activity of these genes is 159 

associated with the presence of a condition specific peak in their promoters (Fig. 2e). With PFi, 73 160 

genes which were differentially regulated at the transcriptional level regulated also contained 161 

condition specific ATAC-Seq promoter peaks, with 70% of these showing an increase in RNA 162 

transcription  For example podoplanin (PDPN), which is a well described marker of PFi both in vivo 163 

and in vitro [18] has accessible chromatin uniquely in PFi, and is only transcribed in PFi (Fig. 2f).  This 164 

data demonstrates that in general, the presence of a condition specific ATAC peak within the 165 

promoter region of a gene is positively correlated with increased transcriptional activity.   166 

We initially set out to determine baseline differences between DP and PFi, to help explain why we 167 

observe a differential response to perturbation of these cells in culture.  Despite identifying unique 168 

chromatin accessibility profiles between cells, we found that the overarching physiological functions 169 

controlled by these open chromatin gene lists were relatively similar.  This suggests that the 170 

differential response of cells in differentiation conditions is not due to baseline differences in 171 

chromatin architecture, and that DP cells are not epigenetically primed to differentiate into an 172 

osteogenic lineage. 173 
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 174 

Figure 2. GM Comparison of RNA-seq and ATAC-seq data shows similarities between fibroblast 175 

subtypes;  a) Heat map displaying differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter 176 

plot showing distribution of RNA-seq differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing 177 

statistically over/under-represented biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; 178 

d) Venn displaying correlation of ATAC promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) 179 

Proportion of ATAC promoters that match with upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example 180 

of RNA-seq differentially expressed gene matched with identification of an ATAC specific peak within 181 

its promoters.  Gene shown: PDPN. 182 

 183 

 184 
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DP and PFi in OM start to diverge at the transcriptional level  185 

Despite DP and PFi cells in GM each possessing a unique chromatin accessibility profile of gene 186 

promoters, our analysis so far demonstrated that the overcasting functions of these individual 187 

landscapes were for the most part, overlapping.  As both DP and PFi  are fibroblast subtypes found in 188 

the skin dermis and originate from the same progenitor [9], similarities between these two cell 189 

populations can be expected.  However, as PFi cells do not share the same differentiation capacity as 190 

DP cells [13], we wanted to know if the introduction of a single chemical perturbation in the form of 191 

OM would result in differential changes in chromatin accessibility between fibroblast subtypes, or if 192 

transcriptional changes alone are driving the osteogenic differentiation of DP cells [10, 11].    193 

To answer this, we performed ATAC-Seq and RNA-Seq on DP and PFi grown in OM for 24 hours.  This 194 

early time point was selected as we wanted to identify changes associated with the initial 195 

introduction of OM, rather than changes associated with deposition of mineral (ossification) which 196 

occurs several days later.  As with the GM ATAC libraries, a clear banding pattern [14] was visible on 197 

all OM samples from insert size analysis (Fig. 3a, Fig. S1), while the number of called peaks was well 198 

distributed amongst biological replicate sets (Fig. 3b) producing FRiP scores greater than 0.3 (Fig. 3c).  199 

Biological replicates showed a high extent of concordance, reported as 0.92 and 0.93 for PFi and DP 200 

in OM, respectively (Fig. 3d), and were merged for further downstream analysis.  A comparative 201 

analysis to identify condition specific peaks found that 201375 peaks were shared between both cell 202 

types, whilst 206451 peaks were unique to PFi OM and 158995 were unique to the DP OM condition 203 

(Fig. 3e).  Of these called peaks, 9.2% and 8.5% fell within the promoter region of PFi and DP, 204 

respectively (Fig. 3f).  After identifying genes associated with these promoters, we performed a Venn 205 

analysis to acquire a list of 2669 genes unique to PFi, and 3772 in DP (Fig. 3g), and used these lists to 206 

perform ontology analysis in IPA.  In contrast to the ontology analysis performed on cells in GM, this 207 

time, only two of the top five physiological system development and functions identified were 208 

common to both cell types (Fig. 3h).  The other identified functions were unique to the top 5 list of 209 
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 210 

Figure 3. OM Comparison of ATAC-seq reveals divergence of physiological system development 211 

and functions; a) ATAC-seq nucleosome banding on PFi OM library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in 212 

individual biological replicates; c) FRiP scores from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation 213 

matrix; e) Venn diagram displaying crossover of all ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation 214 

of specific ATAC peaks on merged samples;  g) Venn diagram displaying gene promoters in each 215 

condition; h) Gene ontology analysis on ATAC data generated using IPA core analyses.  The size of 216 

the bubble represents the number of molecules associated within that function.  217 
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either DP or PFi (Fig. 2h), suggesting that the chromatin accessibility profiles of cells are starting to 218 

diverge.  However, none of the identified functions were related to osteogenic differentiation, 219 

suggesting that accessibility of chromatin may not be what is driving the osteogenic response of DP 220 

cells in OM.      221 

In addition to the ATAC analysis, RNA-seq was performed on DP and PFi in OM, enabling 222 

identification of 455 and 398 genes that were upregulated respectively in DP and PFi (Fig. 4a,b).  223 

Statistical overrepresentation testing using Panther [17], found 22 terms overrepresented in the DP 224 

OM gene list.  This included 17 of the 19 terms previous identified in the DP GM list (Fig. 2c), 225 

suggesting identification of a DP specific gene signature regardless of the culture media.  Intriguingly, 226 

the most significantly overrepresented ontology term in the DP OM (Fig. 4c), was ‘skeletal system 227 

development’, which has daughter terms including ‘bone cell development’, ‘ossification involved in 228 

bone maturation’ and ‘mesenchymal cell differentiation involved in bone development’.  In PFi OM, 229 

18 ontology terms were also overrepresented, including a number associated with ‘metabolic 230 

processes’, ‘cell cycle’ and ‘DNA replication’.  Despite both the PFi and DP cells being grown in OM 231 

for 24 hours, there were no terms associated with osteogenic differentiation identified in the PFi 232 

dataset. 233 

Lastly, we wanted to assess if there was any correlation between our ATAC-seq OM chromatin 234 

accessibility profiles and our OM differentially expressed gene lists.  We found that of 853 235 

differentially expressed genes, 334 were also identified as having condition specific open chromatin 236 

at their promoters (Fig. 4d).  Similar to the GM analysis, of the genes that did correlate between RNA 237 

and ATAC lists, we found that 60% and 72% of genes respectively in PFi and DP, showed an 238 

upregulation in transcriptional actively with the presence of a condition specific peak located within 239 

the promoter region of the target gene (Fig. 4e).  For example, we found that osteopontin, also 240 

known as secreted phosphoprotein 1 (OPN, SPP1) was not only upregulated in DP cells, but also had 241 

a condition specific peak within its promoter (Fig. 4f).  SPP1 has a well-known role in bone formation, 242 
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 243 

Figure 4. OM Comparison of RNA-seq reveals overrepresentation on skeletal differentiation terms 244 

in DP; a) Heat map displaying differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter plot 245 

showing distribution of RNA-seq differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing 246 

statistically over/under-represented biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; 247 

d) Venn displaying correlation of ATAC promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) 248 

Proportion of ATAC promoters that match with upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example 249 

of RNA-seq differentially expressed gene matched with identification of an ATAC specific peak within 250 

its promoters.  Gene shown: SPP1. 251 

 252 
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and bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells derived from Spp1-/- mice demonstrate impaired bone 253 

formation both in vitro and in vivo [19].  As PFi cells do not mineralise in OM, this effect could 254 

possibly be driven by inaccessible chromatin around the SPP1 TSS, leading to an inability of upstream 255 

transcription factors to bind and activate gene transcription.      256 

Analysis of the ATAC-seq data of both PFi and DP in OM demonstrated that the fibroblast subtypes 257 

have unique chromatin accessibility profiles around TSS, which following ontology analysis revealed 258 

the emergence of two distinct epigenetic landscapes.  However, neither DP nor PFi in OM, 259 

demonstrated a clear enrichment towards a pro- or anti-osteogenic cell phenotype, inferring that 260 

chromatin reorganisation may not be driving osteogenic differentiation of DP cells in OM.  261 

Comparatively, ontology analysis of the RNA-seq data revealed a prominent overrepresentation of 262 

the GO term ‘skeletal system development’ in DP cells, suggesting that the transcriptional profile of 263 

DP cells in OM is highly osteogenic compared to PFi.  This suggests a cell specific transcriptional 264 

response may be occurring in cells in response to perturbation by OM.   265 

Cell specific epigenetic landscapes arise in PFi and DP cells exposed to OMSW  266 

When fibroblast subtypes were grown in OM, we observed the emergence of an RNA transcriptome 267 

in DP cells, with an osteogenic signature.  However, the ATAC-seq profiling did not reveal any 268 

changes in chromatin indicating an epigenetic response of cells to the OM.  We have previously 269 

shown that application of a single 165 kPa SW results in a synergistic acceleration and enhancement 270 

of mineralisation in DP cells in OM, yet has no effect on PFi [13].  We therefore decided to 271 

investigate whether these two perturbing stimuli (a SW together with OM) might result in chromatin 272 

reorganisation in a cell specific manner.   273 

To evaluate this, DP and PFi cells were  exposed to a single 165 kPa SW using a custom built shock 274 

tube [20]. Immediately after this, OM was added to the cells and 24 hours later, DNA and RNA were 275 

isolated to generate ATAC and RNA-seq libraries.  As before, ATAC libraries showed clear banding 276 

patterns (Fig. 5a, Fig. S1), the number of called peaks was well distributed between biological 277 
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replicates (Fig. 5b) and FRiP scores were higher than 0.3 (Fig. 5c).  Concordance between replicates 278 

was 0.9 and 0.93 for PFi OMSW and DP OMSW (Fig. 5d) respectively, and sets were merged for 279 

further analysis.  The same comparative analysis was performed as in GM and OM to identify 280 

condition specific peaks, identifying 215042 shared peaks, 208723 peaks unique to PFi OMSW and 281 

171529 peaks unique to DP OMSW (Fig. 5e).  Of these, 8.3% and 8.5% fell within a promoter region 282 

in PFi and DP cells (Fig. 5f), respectively.  A Venn analysis of this data revealed 3670 unique gene 283 

promoters with a condition specific peak in PFi, and 2638 in DP (Fig. 5g).  Ontology of these gene 284 

lists, described as chromatin accessibility profiles, was performed to identify 5 top physiological 285 

system development and functions for PFi and DP in OMSW.  In contrast to the GM ontology 286 

analysis, which showed a high amount of overlap between PFi and DP in GM (Fig. 1h), exposure to 287 

two perturbing stimuli in the form of OMSW appears to generate distinct and unique ontology 288 

signatures, with no overlap between DP and PFi cells (Fig. 5h).   289 

To determine if the combination of OM together with a SW also resulted in distinct transcriptional 290 

signatures, we performed RNA-seq analysis, identifying 290 and 260 genes significantly upregulated 291 

respectively in DP and PFi cells in OMSW (Fig. 6a,b).  Ontology analysis of these genes using an 292 

overrepresentation test in Panther [17], revealed 4 overrepresented terms in PFi, and 22 in DP (Fig. 293 

6c).  In PFi OMSW, all 4 of the overrepresented terms were also identified in the PFi OM ontology 294 

analysis (Fig. 6c), suggesting that the SW has little effect on transcriptional activity in PFi.  In the DP 295 

OMSW analysis 8 of the 22 terms, including ‘cell proliferation’ and ‘cell differentiation’, were new to 296 

this analysis compared to the DP OM.  Upon exploration of the genes associated found within the 297 

‘cell differentiation’ ontology term, we found transforming growth factor β2 (TGFβ2) and TGFβ3, 298 

genes with known roles in osteogenic differentiation [21]. 299 
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 300 

Figure 5. OMSW Comparison uncovers unique chromatin signatures in fibroblasts; a) ATAC-seq 301 

nucleosome banding on PFi OMSW library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in individual biological 302 

replicates; c) FRiP scores from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation matrix; e) Venn diagram 303 

displaying crossover of all ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation of specific ATAC peaks 304 

on merged samples;  g) Venn diagram displaying gene promoters in each condition; h) Gene 305 

ontology analysis on ATAC data generated using IPA core analyses. The size of the bubble represents 306 

the number of molecules associated within that function. 307 
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As in previous comparisons, we also wanted to correlate our chromatin accessibility profile lists and 308 

our RNA-seq differentially expressed gene lists, to see if chromatin rearrangements in promoters 309 

were affecting transcription.  Venn analysis demonstrated some crossover between the two data 310 

sets, with 221 out of 550 genes showing overlap (Fig. 6d).  Of these, similar rates of directional 311 

transcription were observed, with 64% and 71% of genes in PFi and DP OMSW (Fig. 6e) respectively, 312 

showing enhanced transcriptional activity with the presence of a condition specific peak located 313 

within the promoter region of the target gene, as shown in the example, actin alpha 2 smooth 314 

muscle (ACTA2, Fig. 6f). 315 

Using ATAC and RNA-seq, we found that DP and PFi exposed to OMSW resulted in the formation of 316 

two distinct epigenetic landscapes, containing unique cell specific chromatin accessibility profiles.  317 

Overrepresentation analysis of the upregulated genes in PFi OMSW, showed no evidence of 318 

differentiation terms, whilst genes in DP OMSW were overrepresented for ‘cell differentiation’ (Fig. 319 

6c).  Assessing the correlation between condition specific ATAC-seq promoters and RNA-seq gene 320 

lists we found that a sizable proportion of differentially expressed genes are partially regulated by 321 

increased promoter accessibility.  The remaining differentially expressed genes are likely regulated 322 
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by changes in chromatin accessibility outside of promoter regions. .323 

  324 

Figure 6. OMSW Comparison uncovers unique chromatin signatures in fibroblasts; a) Heat map 325 

displaying differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter plot showing distribution 326 

of RNA-seq differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing statistically over/under-327 

represented biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; d) Venn displaying 328 

correlation of ATAC promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) Proportion of ATAC 329 

promoters that match with upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example of RNA-seq 330 

differentially expressed gene matched with identification of an ATAC specific peak within its 331 

promoters.  Gene shown: ACTA2. 332 
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Multi-way comparative analysis of chromatin organisation reveals DP OMSW are enriched towards 333 

an osteogenic identity 334 

Our previous analysis of the ATAC-seq data was designed to identify cell specific changes in 335 

chromatin accessibility, as DP and PFi were compared to one another in similar conditions (either 336 

GM, OM or OMSW). However, this analysis did not give us insight into the chromatin 337 

rearrangements which occur within a cell type as a result of a specific perturbation. Instead, in our 338 

inter-cell comparisons of chromatin accessibility we identified lists of genes that contained a 339 

condition specific peak within their promoter region unique to the cell type in that comparison.  To 340 

narrow our focus, and acquire lists that contained genes unique to both a cell type and a specific 341 

perturbation, we evaluated these inter-cell comparison lists by performing a 6 way Venn [22].  342 

Visualisation of the Venn analysis using intersection analysis [23] showed that whilst some genes 343 

were shared between cell types and across comparisons, the largest groups of genes were ones 344 

unique to a single cell type and condition (Fig. 7a).   345 

When we initiated this work, we postulated that cell specific epigenetic differences were enabling 346 

DP cells, but not PFi to mineralise in vitro when cultured in OM.  As SW exposure could enhance 347 

mineralisation [13], we specifically wanted to analyse the effect of a SW on DP chromatin 348 

organisation.  Using the unique lists exported from our 6 way Venn analysis, we performed IPA 349 

ontology of the genes found only within DP cells in the OMSW comparison, identifying multiple 350 

networks strongly associated with osteogenic functions (Fig. 7b).  The top network generated in core 351 

analysis from IPA in DP OMSW showed interactions of our identified genes with a number of 352 

osteogenic master regulators, such as Runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2) [24] and Osterix 353 

(SP7) [25] (Fig. 7c).  Notably, inclusion and predicted activation of integrin alpha V (ITGAV) was also 354 

observed within the network (Fig. 7c).  ITGAV is a cell surface mechanosensor, which increases in 355 

expression in mesenchymal stem cells undergoing osteogenic differentiation [26] , while knockdown 356 

can lead to adipogenic differentiation in adipose stem cells [27].  We previously identified ITGAV as a 357 
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 358 

Figure 7. Comparative analysis shows osteogenic enrichment in DP OMSW chromatin profile; a) 359 

Intersection visualisation analysis showing the presence of a high number of unique genes in each 360 

cell type within each comparison; b) IPA generated network from the unique DP OMSW gene list 361 

taken from intersection analysis, showing osteogenic associated interactions; c) Comparison of the 362 

top 5 functions associated with the top generated IPA network created using intersection analysis 363 

unique gene lists.  Only DP OMSW was found to possess osteogenic associated chromatin networks. 364 

 365 

biomarker of OMSW-induced ectopic mineralisation, and demonstrated that ITGAV inhibition can 366 

abrogate OMSW induced mineral deposition in DP cells in vitro [13]. The inclusion and predicted 367 

activation of ITGAV within the top pathway analysis network generated from chromatin accessible 368 

unique DP OMSW genes, strengthens our hypothesis that ITGAV is a key component in OMSW-369 
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induced ossification.  To assess if the incorporation of ITGAV and other osteogenic associated genes 370 

into the top networks generated in IPA was specific, or an artefact of IPA, we also assessed the top 371 

networks generated in IPA from the other five unique gene lists from our 6 way Venn analysis.  We 372 

found that no other gene lists, including the DP OM list, resulted in generation of IPA networks 373 

containing a single osteogenic associated function (Fig. 7b).  This data implies that within the OMSW 374 

comparison, DP cells have unique chromatin accessibility at gene promoters enabling enhanced 375 

osteogenic differentiation.  Considering the absence of osteogenic associated networks generated 376 

from chromatin accessibility lists from DP OM, which do ossify albeit slower than DP OMSW, our 377 

analysis suggests that restructuring of chromatin occurs as a result of SW exposure in a cell specific 378 

manner.  We propose that this leads to the formation of an epigenetic landscape enriched towards 379 

osteogenic differentiation and helps to explain the accelerated ossification observed in DP cells in 380 

response to SW exposure.   381 

Discussion 382 

In this body of work, we wanted to understand why two sister cell types, which arise from a 383 

common progenitor during development [9], have different potential for osteogenic differentiation 384 

in vitro [13].  We hypothesised that baseline differences in the epigenetic status of these two 385 

fibroblast subtypes, DP and PFi, were enabling this differential response.  However, using ATAC-seq 386 

to evaluate regions of open chromatin, we found that the chromatin accessibility profile of both DP 387 

and PFi in GM results in activation of genes with comparable ontological networks, suggesting 388 

inherent similarities in the chromatin architecture between the cell types.  When perturbing stimuli 389 

which enhance ossification of DP cells, but not PFi, were introduced, we gradually observed a 390 

divergence of the epigenetic signatures of the fibroblast subtypes, suggesting that the stimuli itself 391 

elicit a cell specific response.  Specifically, we found that when DP cells are exposed to both 392 

mechanical stimulation (a SW), and chemical stimulation (OM), which we know can enhance and 393 

accelerate ossification of DP cells [13], they acquire a unique chromatin profile of accessible 394 
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promoters at genes associated with osteogenic differentiation (Fig. 7bc). As samples were analysed 395 

just 24 hours after exposure to OMSW, several days before osteogenic differentiation actually 396 

occurs, it suggests these chromatin rearrangements occur as a result of exposure to stimuli, which 397 

leads to differentiation, rather than occurring as a result of differentiation.  This makes it even more 398 

intriguing that PFi do not show the same rearrangements, highlighting that we are observing not 399 

only a differential ability of DP and PFi to ossify, but a cell specific chromatin rearrangement 400 

response to mechanical and chemical perturbations. 401 

The effect of chromatin accessibility on cell differentiation is now beginning to be investigated fully 402 

and reported in the literature thanks to recent advances in genomic sequencing technologies.  Using 403 

DNAse 1 hypersensitivity to assess a human fetal osteoblastic cell line (hFOB) Thompson et al 404 

detected large scale reorganisation of the chromatin landscape upon osteogenic induction, with 405 

clear changes present between cells in basal media or OM after 48 hours of differentiation [28].  As 406 

in the present study, promoter regions were assessed and significant changes in chromatin 407 

accessibility were also present.  To identify potential transcription factors that may be binding 408 

promoters and affecting the differentiation of hFOBs, motif analysis was performed and revealed 409 

that cells in OM had accessible chromatin at binding motifs for the osteogenic master regulator 410 

RUNX2 [28].   411 

In DP cells exposed to perturbation with OMSW, we identified changes occurring to the chromatin 412 

epigenetic landscape which were associated with enhancement of ossification.  It has previously 413 

been proposed that application of mechanical forces can lead to both short-term and long-term 414 

changes to chromatin function.  Short-term responses, described as a mechano-response, can lead 415 

to chromatin decondensation at force-selective genes that could be a means to dissipate mechanical 416 

stress [29].  It is thought that outside-in signalling via cell surface integrins can propagate stresses to 417 

the actin cytoskeleton, resulting in changes to nuclear lamins and subsequently chromatin 418 

decondensation [30].  How these mechanical stresses are transferred from nuclear lamins to 419 
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chromatin is likely affected by chromosomal locations within the nucleus [31], and this positioning 420 

may explain cell specific responses to mechanical forces.  Effects from long duration mechanical 421 

forces, described as mechano-adaption [29], can lead to chromatin compaction [32], highlighting the 422 

ability as well as the complexity of the effect of mechanical stimulation on cell response.     423 

Here, we observed that a mechanical stimulus, in the form of a SW, could result in changes in 424 

chromatin accessibility in a cell specific manner, leading to enhanced osteogenic differentiation.  We 425 

have previously shown that another epigenetic mechanism, DNA methylation, is also altered in DP 426 

and human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells, in OMSW [13].  One of the genes whose 427 

promotor was hypo-methylated as a result of SW exposure in OM was the osteogenic associated 428 

[26] mechano-sensor ITGAV, which was also identified as activated within the top chromatin 429 

accessibility network from DP cells in OMSW in this current study (Fig. 7b).  Expression of ITGAV is 430 

also significantly increased in DP OMSW mRNA verses PFi cells in OMSW (Fig. 6a,b), which notably 431 

are unable to mineralise.  In summary, we have demonstrated both changes to chromatin 432 

accessibility (Fig. 7bc) and DNA methylation [13] of ITGAV and other genes, which occur in a cell 433 

specific manner in response to perturbation with OMSW, resulting in enhanced ossification in vitro.   434 

To conclude, in this body of work we used ATAC-seq combined with RNA-seq, to demonstrate that 435 

exposure to a mechanical stimulus (SW) together with a chemical stimulus (OM) elicits a cell specific 436 

response in human DP cells, modifying chromatin accessibility and enabling accelerated 437 

differentiation down an osteogenic lineage. 438 

Materials and methods 439 

Study design 440 

Here, we performed a combination of ATAC-seq and RNA-seq on human DP and PFi cells cultured in 441 

growth (GM) or osteogenic media (OM) only, or osteogenic media plus exposure to a shock wave 442 

(OMSW).  The main aim of this was to assess the role of chromatin structure in osteogenic 443 
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differentiation, and determine if certain cell types are sensitised to differentiation down an 444 

osteogenic linage.  We performed our experiments in three stages: (i) Firstly we gathered DNA and 445 

RNA for sequencing from both DP and PFi cells, in the following conditions; GM, OM and OM plus a 446 

165kPa SW (OMSW); (ii) using both the DNA and RNA gathered in step (i) we performed ATAC library 447 

preparation for sequencing following a previously published protocol [14, 33], and RNA-seq using 448 

Smart-seq2 library preparation [34]; (iii) we then completed bioinformatics analysis on ATAC libraries 449 

using an esATAC R script, and RNA libraries with SeqMonk. Three inter-cell comparative analyses 450 

were performed, first by comparing PFi and DP in GM, followed by PFi and DP in OM, and lastly PFi 451 

and DP in OMSW comparison.  We generated lists containing differentially expressed genes or 452 

condition specific ATAC peaks, and analysed downstream functions controlled by these genes in IPA.  453 

Differentially expressed genes generated from RNA-seq data was validated using RT-qPCR; (iv) lastly, 454 

we performed comparative analysis between our ATAC lists from each comparison using UpSet and 455 

InteractiVenn, revealing the relationship between chromatin structure and how it can sensitise cells 456 

towards an osteogenic identity.  The sample sizes for our in vitro tests were taken from similar 457 

studies reported in the literature.  The exact number for each experiment can be found in the figure 458 

legends.  Investigators were not blinded when conducting or evaluating the experiments.  459 

Cell isolation and culture 460 

DP and PFi cells were isolated from discarded tissue from patients undergoing hair transplant 461 

surgeries after written informed consent was obtained. Microdissection techniques were used to 462 

isolate both DP and PFi from the tissue as previously described [35].  Cells were cultured in GM, that 463 

consisted of DMEM (ThermoFisher, 61965-026) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% 464 

penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, Thermofisher, 15070-063).  OM consisted of low glucose DMEM (LG-465 

DMEM, Thermofisher, 31885-023) containing 10% FBS, 1% P/S, 100 nM dexamethasone (Sigma 466 

Aldrich, D4902), 50 μM L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate (Sigma Aldrich, A8960) and 10 mM β-glycerol 467 

phosphate (Sigma Aldrich, G9422). 468 
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Shock wave exposure 469 

DP and PFi cells were seeded into 35mm petri dishes at 7 x 104 cells per dish and left overnight in 470 

standard culture conditions of 37°C, 5% CO2 in a humidified environment.  The following day, using a 471 

compressed air-driven shock tube, cells were exposed to one 165kPa shock wave as previously 472 

described [13, 20].  Medium was changed to either GM or OM immediately following shock wave 473 

exposure.  24 hr post shock wave exposure, cells were harvested to be used for DNA or RNA 474 

isolation.     475 

RNA-seq 476 

DP and PFi cells in GM, OM and OMSW were homogenized by centrifugation through Qiashredders 477 

(Qiagen, 79654), and total RNA was isolated using a commercially available kit as per the 478 

manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, RNeasy Plus Micro kit, 74034).  Quality control was performed 479 

in the form of a Qubit RNA high sensitivity assay (ThermoFisher, Q32852), NanoDrop 480 

Spectrophotometry and Agilent Technologies Bioanalyzer to attain RNA integrity (RIN) scores. All 481 

samples had RIN numbers >9.  cDNA library construction was performed at Oxford Genomics 482 

(Oxford, United Kingdom) using the Smart-seq2 library preparation protocol [34] and libraries were 483 

sequenced using 75bp paired-end-reads on 2 lanes of an Illunmia HiSeq 4000 instrument.  Samples 484 

were re-pooled when running the second lane to generate libraries of approximately equal size.   485 

ATAC-seq 486 

Libraries for ATAC-seq were generated by following a previously reported method [14, 33].  Cells 487 

were washed twice in ice-cold PBS and incubated with 0.5% trypsin-EDTA for 5 minutes until the 488 

cells dissociated from the dish.  Media was then added to the cells, which were centrifuged at 300g 489 

for 4 minutes to form a pellet.  The pellet was re-suspended in fresh media, counted, and the 490 

volume of media adjusted to attain a 4.5 x 104 cells/ml concentration.  1 ml of each suspension was 491 

then transferred to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube, centrifuged at 500g for 5 minutes at 4°C, and re-492 
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suspended in 50μl of ice-cold PBS.  Following a further centrifugation under the same conditions, the 493 

pellet was re-suspended in 50μl of a transposition mix containing TD Buffer (25μl), TDE1 (2.5μl), 494 

nuclease free water (22μl) and digitonin 1% (0.5μl)(Illumina FC-121-1030).  Samples were incubated 495 

with the transposition mix for 30 minutes, undergoing a brief vortex every 10 minutes.  Immediately 496 

after incubation, transposed samples were purified using the MinElute PCR Purification kit (Qiagen, 497 

28004) as per the manufacturer’s instructions and PCR amplified with Nextera sequencing adaptors 498 

for 11-13 cycles.  Right side size SPRI bead selection with a ratio of x0.5 was then performed to 499 

remove fragments under 100bp and over 1000bp in size (Beckman, B23317).  Quality control was 500 

performed using Qubit High Sensitivity DNA assay (ThermoFisher Q32851) and Agilent Technologies 501 

Bioanalyzer, to check for nucleosome banding within the generated libraries.  Libraries were 502 

sequenced using 75bp paired-end-reads on 2 lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 4000 instrument.   503 

RNA-seq data analysis 504 

Sequenced reads were assessed for quality using FastQC [36] and trimmed of overrepresented 505 

sequences and adapter contamination from the Smart-Seq2 library preparation.  Post trimming 506 

reads were then aligned to the human genome (hg19) using the HISAT2 aligner with default 507 

parameters [37].  The generated SAM files were converted to BAMs using SAMtools [38], and 508 

matched BAM files from both lanes were merged using Picard.  Merged BAMS were assessed within 509 

SeqMonk using the RNA-seq quantitation pipeline.  Within the SeqMonk graphical user interface, 510 

DESeq2 was used to identify differentially expressed genes, using multiple correction testing (FDR 511 

≤0.01) and a p-value cut-off of ≤0.05 [39].  Heat-maps of differentially expressed genes were 512 

generated using Morpheus using the one minus pearson correlation for hierarchical clustering.  513 

Ontology of up-regulated genes in each cell type was performed using the statistical 514 

overrepresentation test in Panther on default settings including an FDR test correction [17]. 515 

ATAC-seq data analysis 516 
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Sequenced raw reads in FastQ format from lane 1 and 2 were merged and processed using the 517 

esATAC R script, an all-in-one ATAC-seq analysis pipeline [40].  Within the esATAC pipeline, 518 

AdapterRemoval [41] was used for adapter trimming and alignment to the human genome (hg19) 519 

was performed using Bowtie2 with ATAC-seq bespoke parameters [42].  Sorting of reads, duplicate 520 

removal and read shifting due to Tn5 insertion were performed within the esATAC pipeline.  The 521 

identification of open chromatin peaks was performed using F-seq [43] followed by peak annotation 522 

using ChIPseeker [44].  Within the esATAC pipeline, comparative analysis between the cell types in 523 

each condition was then performed to identify condition specific peaks. A condition specific peak 524 

can be defined as a peak that has been called in one cell type that is not present in the exact 525 

matching genomic location in other cell types within the comparison.  The annotated lists containing 526 

all of the condition specific peak locations were then filtered for gene promoters (esATAC default 527 

settings of +/- 3000bp around the transcription start site).  Any gene that contained a condition 528 

specific peak within its promoter range in both cell types of interest were discarded.  Using the 529 

remaining genes that contained a condition specific peak within their promoters, gene ontology was 530 

performed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, QIAGEN Inc). The top 5 physiological system 531 

development and functions for each condition, generated through a core analysis, were reported as 532 

a bubble graph with the size of the bubble representative of the number of genes for that category.  533 

Lastly, crossover analysis between RNA-seq differentially expressed genes and ATAC gene promoters 534 

was performed.  Integrative Genomics Viewer was used to view sequenced data-sets [45, 46]. 535 

ATAC-seq comparative analysis  536 

The ATAC-seq promoter gene lists from each comparison, inclusive of gene promoters that 537 

contained a condition specific peak in both cell types were compared and visualised using UpSet [23] 538 

to assess variation in chromatin peaks across all the conditions and cell types.  Using the 539 

InteractiVenn online tool [22]  and same datasets used in UpSet intersection visualisation, gene lists 540 

containing comparison unique genes were exported and assessed in IPA using core analysis.   541 
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mRNA validation  542 

Reverse transcriptase quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) was performed to validate 543 

RNA-seq pipeline analysis.  Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as the 544 

housekeeping control.  SW exposed cells were harvested for RNA isolation.  The cells were 545 

homogenized by centrifugation through Qiashredders, and RNA was isolated using a commercially 546 

available kit as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, RNeasy Plus Micro kit, 74034).  A total of 547 

100ng of isolated RNA was then synthesised into complimentary DNA by reverse transcription 548 

(cDNA, SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase, ThermoFisher, 18080-093).  To quantify mRNA 549 

expression, quantitative PCR was performed using a StepOnePlus system (Applied Biosystems).  550 

cDNA was combined together with H2O and Syber reagents (PowerUp Syber Green Master Mix, 551 

ThermoFisher, A25779). RT-qPCR reactions were performed in quadruplicate.  The thermocyclic 552 

conditions included an initial hold stage of 50°C for 2 min then 95°C for 2 minutes, followed by 40 553 

cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1 min.  Results were normalised to GAPDH and calculated using 554 

the ΔΔCt method.  Statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism (Version 6).  Statistical 555 

differences were assessed using a two tailed Student’s t test.  A p-value of ≤0.05 was deemed to be 556 

statistically significant.  Validated RT-qPCR genes from RNA-seq pipeline analyses are shown in Fig. 557 

S2.  The GAPDH primer was taken from [47] while other primers were designed against sequences in 558 

the UCSC database (Table S1). 559 

List of Abbreviations 560 

OM: Osteogenic Media 561 

GM: Growth Media 562 

OMSW: Osteogenic Media + Shock Wave 563 

SW: Shock Wave 564 

DP: Dermal Papilla 565 

PFi: Papillary Fibroblasts 566 
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ATAC-seq: Assay for transposase accessible chromatin in combination with high throughput 567 

sequencing 568 

RNA-seq: RNA-sequencing 569 

IPA: Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 570 
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Figures

Figure 1

GM Comparison of ATAC-seq data shows similarities between �broblast subtypes; a) ATAC-seq
nucleosome banding on PFi GM library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in individual biological replicates; c)
FRiP scores from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation matrix; e) Venn diagram displaying



crossover of all ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation of speci�c ATAC peaks on merged
samples; g) Venn diagram displaying gene promoters in each condition; h) Gene ontology analysis on
ATAC data generated using IPA core analyses. The size of the bubble represents the number of molecules
associated within that function.

Figure 2

GM Comparison of RNA-seq and ATAC-seq data shows similarities between �broblast subtypes; a) Heat
map displaying differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter plot showing
distribution of RNA-seq differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing statistically
over/under-represented biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; d) Venn displaying
correlation of ATAC promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) Proportion of ATAC
promoters that match with upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example of RNA-seq differentially



expressed gene matched with identi�cation of an ATAC speci�c peak within its promoters. Gene shown:
PDPN.

Figure 3

OM Comparison of ATAC-seq reveals divergence of physiological system development and functions; a)
ATAC-seq nucleosome banding on PFi OM library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in individual biological
replicates; c) FRiP scores from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation matrix; e) Venn diagram



displaying crossover of all ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation of speci�c ATAC peaks on
merged samples; g) Venn diagram displaying gene promoters in each condition; h) Gene ontology
analysis on ATAC data generated using IPA core analyses. The size of the bubble represents the number
of molecules associated within that function.

Figure 4

OM Comparison of RNA-seq reveals overrepresentation on skeletal differentiation terms in DP; a) Heat
map displaying differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter plot showing
distribution of RNA-seq differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing statistically
over/under-represented biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; d) Venn displaying
correlation of ATAC promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) Proportion of ATAC
promoters that match with upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example of RNA-seq differentially



expressed gene matched with identi�cation of an ATAC speci�c peak within its promoters. Gene shown:
SPP1.

Figure 5

OMSW Comparison uncovers unique chromatin signatures in �broblasts; a) ATAC-seq nucleosome
banding on PFi OMSW library; b) Number of ATAC peaks in individual biological replicates; c) FRiP scores
from individual biological replicates; d) Correlation matrix; e) Venn diagram displaying crossover of all



ATAC peaks in each condition; f) Peak annotation of speci�c ATAC peaks on merged samples; g) Venn
diagram displaying gene promoters in each condition; h) Gene ontology analysis on ATAC data generated
using IPA core analyses. The size of the bubble represents the number of molecules associated within
that function.

Figure 6

OMSW Comparison uncovers unique chromatin signatures in �broblasts; a) Heat map displaying
differentially expressed genes from RNA-seq analysis; b) Scatter plot showing distribution of RNA-seq
differentially expressed genes (blue); c) Gene ontology showing statistically over/under- represented
biological processes from upregulated genes in each cell type; d) Venn displaying correlation of ATAC



promoters and RNA-seq differentially expressed genes; e) Proportion of ATAC promoters that match with
upregulated expression in RNA-seq data; f) Example of RNA-seq differentially expressed gene matched
with identi�cation of an ATAC speci�c peak within its promoters. Gene shown: ACTA2.

Figure 7

Comparative analysis shows osteogenic enrichment in DP OMSW chromatin pro�le; a) Intersection
visualisation analysis showing the presence of a high number of unique genes in each cell type within
each comparison; b) IPA generated network from the unique DP OMSW gene list taken from intersection
analysis, showing osteogenic associated interactions; c) Comparison of the top 5 functions associated
with the top generated IPA network created using intersection analysis unique gene lists. Only DP OMSW
was found to possess osteogenic associated chromatin networks.
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